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firebird with pop up headlights. Recently the right one doesn't open but the left one does when I
turn on the switch and I hear loud gears grinding for about 5 seconds and when I push the
remote button to lock my car, the left light pops open and the right light doesn't move and I hear
the grinding noise for about 5 seconds. Do you know what could be happening? TransAm77
answered 6 years ago. The headlight pod assembly is bad. You can unhook the motor so it will
stop grinding and manualy raise and lower the headlight. Hopefully you haven't done much
damage to the gear drive and can replace it. Both repair kits and motor assemblies are available
for these. They are a typical problem with these cars. Both are easy to install with a little care
and patience. TransAm77 is right - you can manually raise and lower the light assembly by
turning a knob on the top of the motor assembly. Thanks for the additional help taver91!
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headlights pop up but are not lit. I installed a new motor but it didn't hel The passenger side
headlight will not come up. The lights have been making a growling noise for some time. How
do I fix this? Is there an article I can read for this? I have a Firebird. My right side headlight was
not going up. I replaced it with a new motor. The light now goes up and down and the light
comes on. The motor is still spinning. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Why
won't one of my headlights popup? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac Firebird question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Firebird Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. You
must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Click
here for instructions on enabling javascript in your browser. Do not waste your time and money
on the aftermarket plastic gears! They are very poor quality and typically last a very short time.
Do it right the first time!! Precision CNC machine made brass headlight gear to replace the
failure prone plastic headlight gear in the Firebirds and Trans Am. Easy to install. Complete
instructions are included. The side cover will need to be pried off to do this repair but that is
easy to do. An urethane glue packet is included with each gear kit to glue the side cover back
on. Includes all that is in the picture below. Symptoms of a failed gear in the headlight motor: If
your headlight motor makes a grinding noise when turned on or turned off this usually happens
at the full open and full closed position this is what you need to repair your headlight motor. If
you do not repair or replace your headlight motor once this begins to happen - sooner or latter
the headlight will not raise at all. The OEM plastic gear and the rubber bumper are the weak
parts in these headlight motors. Once rebuilt with my new heavy duty gears and rubber
bumpers the headlight motors should last the life of your car. New design! Re-Engineered for
even longer lasting life! Now upgraded to include a newly engineered special steel brace with a
special plastic support bushing. I have noticed a few glue joint failures. Glue joint failures
happen because the plastic that these headlight motors are made of does not take any adhesive
well. The glue joint surface is small and once installed it has to take a tremendous force that
occurs when the headlight gets full open and full closed and stops abruptly. I have added a
special stamped steel brace with a special plastic bushing. This brace and bushing does two
things. It applies a slight pressure against the side cover helping to eliminate side cover glue
failures. But most importantly it adds a new bearing surface to support the shaft thus removing
all the pressure of the shaft from the side cover and transferring it to this new brace. Once
installed this repair should easily last the life of the car. Why buy a fragile OEM replacement

motor assembly when you can make your original GM motor assembly heavy duty with this
replacement gear! Each gear includes a complete detailed instruction sheet that tells you step
by step how to remove the headlight motor from the car and how to open the motor to replace
the gear. This is an easy do it yourself repair most anyone can accomplish with basic hand
tools. Click here for sperate these seperate parts. Shipping varies depending on what country
they are going to. Because I use postal flat rate boxes for heavy orders there is no program that
can add the proper amount of shipping to every order. So all shipping is added manually by
myself after you place your order. That is explained here: Shipping added later explanation.
Soon after you place an order you will receive an email confirmation that shows the amount of
shipping that was added to your order. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. Cart
Contents Checkout My Account. OEM 's: , , , Add To Cart. What's New? New customer? Create
your account. Lost password? Recover password. Remembered your password? Back to login.
Already have an account? Login here. Love your Trans Am or Firebird but hate the dull factory
lights? We have the solution! This kit will give you everything you need to upgrade the
headlights on your Pontiac Trans Am or Firebird from the stock dull headlights to our upgraded
LEDs! Please email us at support latemodellighting. Thank you! Due to the factory design,
replacing the factory headlight bulbs with LEDs requires the use of new housings, which
normally have to be bought separately and don't always fit together. We have taken all the work
out of this and offer them sold together as a package! We developed this kit using one of our
own vehicles and were genuinely shocked at the difference it made! Thank you to everyone for
your patience! We now have these back in stock! Please allow up to a week handling time as
these are in high demand right now. This swap can be done at home with relative ease. Your
payment information is processed securely. We do not store credit card details nor have access
to your credit card information. Create your account Lost password? First name. Last name.
Your cart is empty. Sold out. Share this product. Free Delivery In The U. Gift Cards Available!
The Perfect Gift! Secure Checkout Shop With Confidence. Lighting options for these particular
vehicles are lackluster and often do not perform to any current level of lighting standard in the
industry. These kits bring these vehicles archaic lighting systems into the future with no
permanent modification needed minor required for Camaro. Any of our kits may be purchased
with or without a HID kit. Please inquire for any special requests. Blackbird Lighting Solutions.
Miscellaneous Photos. More Information. Sealed beam headlight upgrade Silverstar â€”
Marginally better than OEM with slightly better color however light output is still very poor.
Sealed Beam Conversion â€” Allows for more lamp options and typically used with coated
halogen bulbs producing better but not ground breaking results. Light output sometimes can be
worse depending upon the lamp chosen and the coating on the aftermarket lamp. While it offers
color and, perceivably, the light output they want; the light patterns are very uncontrolled. Many
have commented on the beam patterns with these kinds of setups and the light output can be
sometimes dangerous for other drivers. The low beam uses a DOT approved non-projector
housing which will not have the performance of a quality projector. It wasn't a full page
centerfold of my car but they did mention this particular page with info on how to fix your
headlight motor and that was still pretty cool! And now, for the big news and the main reason
I've redone this page Yep, you read that right This is a permanent solution to an ongoing 10
year problem with these headlights. With the very high price of copper over the last year and the
desire to keep my prices low for my customers, I started looking for an alternative to the rising
costs of the brass gears. Around mid I ordered a very small and expensive! Hard coated
aluminum is already being used in many other similar applications but I wanted to test them just
to make sure. Testing went fine and thus my most recent batch for all customers is a hard
coated aluminum gear. Heck, when I first started researching this and had my first batch made
many years ago I actually wanted to do a coated aluminum gear but copper was very cheap then
and the brass was a better value. Well, at least for now, things have been switched around in
that copper prices have gone up and the coating process expenses have come down and in
order to keep my prices as they have been for the last couple years, I have switched to the hard
coated aluminum gears. This hard coated aluminum gear is made exactly the same as the brass
gear still a beautiful CNC'd piece! Brass by itself is stronger and harder than aluminum but with
the hard coating process done to the aluminum gear, the aluminum gear exterior layer is
actually now much harder than the brass. I had many discussions with the owner of the CNC
company I deal with and we decided to go with the hard coated aluminum gear. I do not view the
hard coated aluminum gear as being better or worse than a brass gear Because of the
popularity of the brass gear I do not want to completely delete all references to the brass gear
off this page until search engines and customers catch on to the hard coated aluminum! It is
machined on CNC machines to exacting specs and detail. It doesn't get much better than this!
The below pictures are of my previous brass gears. The hard coated aluminum gears are made

to the exact same specs and look exactly the same Click these for a high resolution picture!
Since putting this page up several years ago, I have received, no lie, probably over 1, pieces of
email thanking me profusely for putting this page up describing how to fix the terrible ratcheting
noise one hears one the stock nylon gear strips. The main problem, and why I get so many
emails about this, is that the design is poor to begin with. There are no limit switches or
anything "fancy" which stops the headlight motor when it goes up or down. This puts a lot of
stress on the nylon gear and, since the same area of the gear always gets the stress, it often
times doesn't take long for these to fail. Why GM thinks this is such a "valuable" piece is
beyond me. I think it is nothing more than an easy money maker for GM and the dealers. GM
makes a killing on the part and the dealer makes a killing on installing it. Very odd why they
charge so much for this but, either way, I hope to put a little dent in their enormous profits for
this item ;. And also, for the Pontiac guys who have done the fix described here a couple times,
it gets to a point where the free fix just doesn't work anymore. Like I said, I'm not doing this
trying to make a killing and to prove that I'm going to keep my FREE fix up below for you to try
out first. Chances are very good the free fix described below will work for you. However, there is
a chance that, once you do the fix, the ratcheting noise will be made in the other direction! Or,
the fix may last a few months for you then the nylon gear will again fail. A Trans Am owner
wrote me an email recently saying he felt as though he was on "borrowed time" by doing the fix.
And, he is basically correct as the free fix described below doesn't "fix" the poor design
problem Heck, even if the below FREE fix works for you, it wouldn't hurt to purchase one or two
of these gears The machine shop can't guarantee they can give me the same price in the future.
Plus, I ordered a lot of these and that brought the cost down considerably. I most likely will not
order as many next time which means the price will go up once my initial batch is gone. Click a
menu item to go right to that section or please feel free to read on through the entire page!
Metal Gear Ordering Information. Metal Gear Installation Guide 93 to Metal Gear Installation
Guide 98 to Headlight Fix for the 3rd Gen! These gears will also work for C5 generation
Corvettes! These are being sold in a "kit". Included in the kit is one CNC brass gear now hard
coated aluminum gear , one package of epoxy, and one Popsicle stick. This will do ONE
headlight. I'm providing this option for those who have one bad headlight and only want to
spend the money necessary to fix the bad one. Email me for details if you are outside the USA!
Not a lot, I know, but like I mentioned before, I don't have a lot of room to play here and at least
you are saving something! Also, if only one of your headlights is bad right now and you order
only one gear, the price could be higher the next time you come here if your other one decides
to go out on you as well. I can make no guarantee the price you see today will be the same
tomorrow. All I can tell you for certain is that for this batch I have now, this is the price If you
have any questions, email me. I'll accept two forms of payment. A money order or a PayPal
payment. At the moment I am out of headlight gears and having trouble getting more from my
current supplier who has been supplying me all these years. So, please do NOT place an order
at this time. I'm currently looking for a new supplier to provide the same high quality and when I
find one and get another large batch in stock, I will remove this message! Thank you! Pay using
PayPal. If you'd like to pay via PayPal account you can "manually" send the payment to my
PayPal account which is bfranker tampabay. Thanks again!!! I go into great detail about that
gear failure on this page and even sell the brass gears now hard coated aluminum gears! I've
been dealing with this problem for several years now with thousands of people and I can count
on one hand how many have emailed me and found the actual MOTOR to have failed. And, as I
just mentioned, I've had a handful of brass gear failures due to this as well because people
don't check for it. What I'm talking about and what happens is the metal motor housing comes
loose on the plastic gear housing. The metal motor housing of the headlight motor assembly is
held tightly to the plastic gear housing by four metal tabs. Over time, these tabs can come loose
and often do. You can easily check for this by either a with the hood open have somebody cycle
the lights. Another way to check for this is b to reach down in there with the hood open, grab
the metal motor housing, and see if you can wiggle it. You should NOT be able to wiggle it. The
metal motor housing is securely fastened to the plastic gear housing which is securely fastened
to the car. I can't stress enough that if this motor housing is loose on the gear housing, you are
doomed for a gear failure. You should fix this immediately by removing the headlight motor
assembly from the car and pounding the tabs back down tight. This is very important and if you
are buying the brass gears now hard coated aluminum gears from me, it is important to check
this and pound the tabs down tight before installing the motor back in the car. If you don't, once
it gets loose enough even the brass gear now hard coated aluminum gear will fail. It is trying to
force the worm drive of the motor away from either the nylon or brass gear if you've already
replaced it. As the motor tilts the worm drive teeth of the motor are no longer firmly seated in
the teeth of the nylon or brass gear. Once it becomes loose enough and the tilt is great enough,

you'll have only the very tips of the worm drive making contact with the very tips of the teeth of
the nylon or brass gear. Now, you might wonder how a brass gear can get chewed up?
However, if you take that pocket knife and whittle away at the tree, you will slowly be able to go
completely through the tree. So, by fixing this early, you can possibly prevent a gear failure,
and, if you are still on the stock nylon gear, maybe even prolong the time until it ultimately fails.
Description of how the motor worm gear torques away from the nylon or brass or hard coated
aluminum gear and causes the gear to strip. Picture showing the plastic gear housing, metal
motor housing, and tabs which hold the two together. Picture showing the use of a punch to
pound these tabs back down so the metal motor housing will no longer wobble on the plastic
gear housing. For example, when arming or disarming the alarm or just turning on the fog lights
or parking lights, the headlights will cycle or go up but not on. In every case where I have heard
of people complaining about the lights cycling or coming up when they shouldn't, they also
have the problem of the stripped gear as mentioned above. The control module doesn't know if
it is coming or going so the lights do strange things. Fix the gear and the lights will go back to
working normally for you again. This could actually be a couple of things. The easiest thing and
is actually quite common is that the headlight motor connector gets very corroded. There ends
up being so much corrosion in there that 12v can no longer make it through the corrosion to the
headlight motor and it just quits working. Unplug the connector near the headlight motor and
check the connections. Normally it will be very easy for you to see this corrosion as the
connector may even appear burned or slightly melted due to the heat caused by the high
resistance just prior to it completely not working. This is an easy check and is free so look at
this first if your light doesn't move at all. If it is not the corroded connector like mentioned
above then it could be the light is getting jammed in place. This can happen with either the
nylon or brass or hard coated aluminum gears. This fixes the problem but only for that one
cycle and that is no good. The good news though is that I can explain a fix to ya that seems to
work most of the time. What you can do to help prevent the light from getting jammed is to
STOP it a little early. This will help to prevent the light from getting jammed. Since they are
molded into the plastic front headlight frame, just putting a larger one on isn't an option. But,
what you can do is something fairly simple. It might require a little trial and error but the fix will
be easy and cheap. I don't know what size is best for this. There are so many brands and sizes
out there that it would be impossible for me to list what works. What you can do though is take
a look down in there and locate these stops. Use a pencil or bolt or whatever you have that is
about the same size. You should be able to get several sizes and hunks to experiment with for
just a buck or two and have more than enough to do both your lights. However, right after you
did this when the light went down, you heard the terrible noise of a stripped gear. What I believe
happens and I've heard of it a couple of times is that what happened is some teeth on the nylon
gear actually BROKE and that is what caused the light to jam in place. Then, after the next cycle
of the light the stripped gear with the broken teeth became obvious by the grinding noise. If you
read above, I talked about the two stops associated with each light. Well, if you are having the
problem of your light cycling up and then back down or down then immediately back up when
you operate your lights, what has happened is one of these stops has BROKEN OFF!!! Yep, I
can nearly guarantee you that if you are reading this and have this problem, you can go out to
your car and look down in there at the light which is working properly and see two stops. You
probably don't want to spend that much and I don't blame ya! I have never done this myself and
only suggested to people to do it so I don't know what the best size to use is. I have them listed
above in order of probability. Yeah, that sucks but is a fact of life. As with all things electronic,
something has to control it! With these headlights there is a headlight control module located
behind the driver side headlight. These are pretty resilient little suckers because I've only had
like a couple people tell me theirs failed. Good thing too because they are not cheap. If you have
tried all the above and just can't figure out why one of your lights is not working, it might be the
control module but it is highly unlikely. If you have taken your car to a dealer it is likely they
rattled off the top of their head that you need a control module and that "should" fix all your
problems. The dealer will often tell you to replace this module when the lights go down and then
immediately back up as I described in 6 above. So, be warned, while the control module might
be your problem, I say it is very unlikely and something else is causing your headlight motors to
not work properly. The above is a lot of information and a lot of reading. I get so many emails
about Firebird headlight problems because of the free fix I list on this page and also the brass
gears now hard coated aluminum gears that I sell that I decided I would save myself a ton of
typing if I just listed the common headlight problems here. I hope this has helped some of you
in diagnosing your problem. If you still have a question or of course would like to order a gear!
Gear Install Guide I asked my buddy, Kelly Drown, if he could assist me in taking a few pictures
of the style headlight motors for my page. Since the hard coated aluminum gear is the same, it

is the same concept for ya : The video is 17mb in size and about 10 minutes long. The
installation is very similar to that of the with only minor differences Below are two pictures
showing these differences. By watching the video and glancing through the pictures below for
the install, even an extreme novice will be more than adequately prepared to install this gear.
Again, many thanks to Kelly Drown for taking the time to do this for me! And, if you haven't
checked out Kelly's own site, you really should! Just click the graphic below. Kelly's site has a
ton of information along with a great message board. Thanks again Kelly! Or, click here for a pdf
version created by Brian Kinney. Thanks, Brian! This guide will be extremely detailed. I'm
making it like this so even people who think they aren't capable of working on their car, will, in
fact, be capable of doing this. Many of you could probably do this with no guide at all. Some
could read through it and go out to do it. Others will refer to the guide step by step. Pictures are
still of my previous brass gears but the concept remains the same as the hard coated aluminum
gears are made to the exact same specs! Note: Each picture will be a clickable picture to a
larger picture if you need to see more details. This guide will detail the installation of the gear
on the driver side headlight of a Trans Am. The other side is essentially the same with only
minor difference. Everything will still work out fine for you Locate the headlight motor next to
the headlight. Remove the cover to expose the knob. Using the knob, raise the headlight to the
full up position. There are 4 screws which hold a trim piece on around the headlight. I highly
recommend removing this trim piece as it makes it much easier to get your hand down in there
later on. Remove these screws and pull the trim piece straight out. You may need to slightly lift
up on the headlight or push down on the nose of the car to get enough clearance to pull this
trim piece off. With this trim piece removed, you'll have a slight gap between the headlight and
the front nose. You can roll up an old terry cloth towel and place it between the light and the
nose. Disconnect the electrical connector for the the headlight motor. Remove the headlight
motor shaft nut. These nuts are often times rusted or stuck on there pretty good. If it doesn't
want to loosen very easily, I recommend using something like Liquid Wrench to help out. This is
almost always stuck on there and even heavy prying doesn't remove it without the use of some
type of lubricant. There are now only three more nuts which need to be removed to pull out the
motor. These are 10mm in size. I recommend using both a ratchet and a wrench because these
are a bit difficult to get to. Be careful not to drop the nuts Once the nuts are removed, pull the
bolts out as well. You'll probably need to use a flat screw driver or some type of pry bar to do
this. Just work it back and forth a bit and it'll come off. Don't force it You have to pry this cover
off. Shown here are the areas where you'll have to pry from. I found it to be easiest to start
prying at this location. So, that's another option for you! It's easier if you use two screwdrivers I
had some trouble with this one which is why the plastic is a bit "chewed" up. But, this is only a
headlight motor and you can't see it when it is installed so no worries : Here is a picture
showing a driver side headlight motor and a passenger side headlight motor. Note how both
motor assemblies are exactly the same with the exception of the metal shaft! This is why a
single gear design will work for both sides ; With the cover removed you can see the factory
nylon gear. Pull the metal shaft out and lay it aside for now. Here is just another picture showing
a left and right motor. Again, you can see everything is the same with the exception of the metal
shaft. Pull the nylon gear out and lay it to the side. With the nylon gear removed you'll see some
left over factory grease. It is probably old and kinda spongy and dried up a bit. It'll be a good
idea to re-grease the gears especially since we'll be doing metal on metal instead of metal on
plastic! Any decent waterproof type grease like show will work. Graphite grease is the best and
recommended. With the grease in there, drop in the pretty new brass gear now hard coated
aluminum gear! As you can see here, I just put a bunch of grease in the area where the two
gears make contact. If you want, you can even put the grease on the teeth of the metal gear all
the way around it even though only half of it was being used just to make certain you've got
plenty of grease in there. This is just a little info for you Now notice on the gear how instead of
just having the straight slots for these tabs they are rounded as well. This was done to ensure
full use of the metal shafts tabs and not just the tips. If the slots weren't rounded, the shaft
wouldn't fully fit into the gear which would mean only the tips of the tabs would be being used.
This extra step of rounding the slots off the brass gear now hard coated aluminum gear to
match the metal shaft makes for less stress on the tabs because more of their surface area is
being used to do the work of raising the headlight! If you ask me, these are pretty impressive
looking gears. Too bad we got to put the cover back on. Depending on a number of factors, the
shaft may or may not just slide right on. These gears were made using very tight tolerances So,
if your metal shaft has a little rust on the end of it or is marred up for some reason, it may not
want to slide through the brass gear now hard coated aluminum gear very easily. If you find this
to be the case, you can use some fine sandpaper like or even or Emory cloth to smooth the
shaft back out. You may also find the tabs don't want to go completely into the brass gear now

hard coated aluminum gear. If you experience this, there is nothing wrong with the gear The
gear definitely isn't "off" so it must be the tabs. There are four different ways for the shaft to fit
in and chance are one way will work. If for some odd reason you can't get it to fit good look at it
closely and see which tab on the shaft is the problem and bend it in the proper direction. I doubt
seriously you'll even have to mess with bending the tabs but I'm mentioning it just in case.
You'll know you have it fitting correctly when the shaft assembly is sitting flush on the brass
gear now hard coated aluminum gear. You're now ready to put the cover back on! Test fit the
cover back onto the motor housing to make sure sure everything fits good and aligns properly.
Grab the epoxy and Popsicle stick I sent. This will allow you to cut the end off the packet
without wasting any epoxy. Once you get it roughed up a bit makes the epoxy hold better if it
isn't perfectly smooth! The epoxy will not stick to the surface if you got some grease on there
from the step above! This is important so make sure you do this right! I've had a handful of
people indicate the epoxy didn't hold for them. I contacted the manufacturer and they
recommended I try one of their other brands. It is the same idea packet like in the picture but it
is NOT a quick set epoxy! This epoxy must cure for at least 24 hours prior to re-installing the
motor. It cures fully in a few days but should be good after 24 hours. To be ultra safe, you can
still do what is mentioned below and put screws in there as that definitely doesn't hurt! NOTE:
I've had a few people tell me no matter what they did they could not get the epoxy to stick and
after checking the cover after a few days the cover would be loose. Here is an email from a
customer. While this doesn't happen often, here is a recommendation if you are having
problems with the cover staying in place. I just wanted to let you know that I solved my "epoxy
won't hold" problem for our '97 firebird. In a previous email I mentioned how we were having a
hard time keeping the cover on. It would work for about 4 months and then come apart. We tried
3 different types of epoxy in addition to what came with the kit, used sandpaper to "rough up"
the edges, etc. Nothing worked. This last time I had an idea. I then used these holes for
installing four small screws slightly bigger in size to those used in glasses. I was very carefull
to keep them to the outside so as to not interfere with the gears. This worked great! The cover
has remained securely fastened without the slightest hint of coming apart. Another solution to
ensure you don't have problems is to use a few washers over the bolts which hold the motor
assembly to the car. Make the washers large enough that it will "sandwhich" the cover in place.
Most people don't have problems with the epoxy but this would be some added piece of mind
for ya if you have a few washers laying around! One compartment holds the resin and the other
the hardener. This is NOT a quick set epoxy I'm sending a different epoxy than what is pictured
here which indicates it is extra fast setting. However, you still don't want to mess around once
you mix the resin and hardner together. Make sure you are ready to go and can get through with
applying the epoxy to the cover and motor fairly quickly. There is no need to rush but you don't
want to go in and eat lunch then come back! Cut the end off and squeeze the resin and hardener
onto a piece of cardboard. You can fold the epoxy packet then cut it and it'll squeeze the resin
and hardner out together. Use your Popsicle stick and mix the resin and hardener together. Mix
it up good! If you mess this up and get delayed, you can get epoxy at Wal-Mart for a few bucks.
If you do delay a long time and it does setup on you, don't use it! It won't have good enough
bonding properties to keep the cover in place. Use the Popsicle stick and liberally spread the
epoxy on the edge of the entire cover. Try to cover the edge completely as this will help to
prevent water from entering. Spread it on there liberally but be sure to not put so much towards
the INSIDE that once you press the cover on the epoxy will ooze onto the brass gear now hard
coated aluminum gear and glue your gear in place! Hold the cover tight onto the housing for a
few minutes to ensure it stays tight. If you have a couple clamps c-clamps or even the heavy
duty spring loaded clamps it is extremely desireable to clamp the cover down and let it set there
for AT LEAST a 8 hours. If possible, let it set overnight and reinstall the motor s the next day. If
you need to drive your car, just make sure you won't be needing your headlights! Please don't
stick it together then 20 minutes later put it back in your car and try it out because you are
excited and want to see your headlights work again! Don't skimp on the epoxy! Really pile it on
there thick Too much won't hurt and if it "oozes" out the side then just spread it around a little
to make it seal even better. If the cover does come off during use what can happen is the shaft
can back out a little and the gear may not align properly with the worm drive and you'll
experience uneven or premature wear on your brass gear! I recommend checking to make sure
the cover is still intact a couple days after you finish the install. Then, check again after a week
or two. You don't want this cover to come off during use! Some people have also told me, just
as added insurance, they installed washers when they put the bolts back in. These washers
were just large enough that part of the washer went onto the cover and thus when the headlight
motor assembly is installed back in the car and the bolts tightened now with the washers the
covers are wedged in there with the washers. Pretty good idea! And, if possible, after

re-installing them let it set overnight before operating them especially if you only waited 8 hours
before installing them rather than letting them set and cure overnight. We just need to make
sure the epoxy sets up good before you operate the headlights. See above again for more
reasons why this is a good idea! See 2 under common problems above for additional info! Now
is also a good time to check and ensure the metal housing around the motor itself is fastened
securely to the plastic gear housing. If it wobbles back and forth it can cause problems and
wear on the brass gear now hard coated aluminum gear because the worm drive doesn't fully
make up with the gear. If it does, try to bend the metal tabs over more to make the metal motor
housing tight and snug. If you don't fix this and yours wobbles, there is a chance you will also
strip your new metal gear! This is also something that can happen over time so if you do the
repair and all looks good, it isn't a bad idea to check this every so often like when changing the
oil, every 6 months or so, etc. Just keep an eye on it because if these tabs come loose, it is only
a matter of time before you start having problems again! When doing this, pay particular
attention to the plastic stop at the bottom. If the headlight won't go down flush, check for an
obstruction In fact, I recommend that when the headlight starts getting close to being down and
you feel some resistance, stop. The first time you turn on your lights, they may not go up. This
is normal. Turn the lights back off then back on again. Turning the lights off and on again will
reset the module. Well, that's it for the install of your new CNC metal gear! No more terrible
headlight noises again! Also, if you haven't already read, fixing the stripped gear will often
times fix other problems with the lights as well such as them popping up for a second then
going back down when you turn on your fog lights or them just staying up with only the fog
lights on. Fixing the gear often times fixes all the other strange problems as well :. Also, I
shouldn't even need to mention this but will anyway It's metal and if you drop it on your foot it
might hurt, ok? Also, please don't come to me after a month, a year, whatever and ask me to
buy you a new part for your car blaming the failure on this metal gear. If you are worried about
something like that please don't buy one. Keep in mind, it is nothing more than a duplicate of
the nylon gear only made out of a stronger material. I've tested it and it works great Also, this
brass gear now hard coated aluminum gear is obviously WAY stronger than the nylon gear
which came in it to begin with. Out of the probably 1, emails I've got about the FREE fix see
below only one person has ever mentioned to me about a headlight module going bad and when
it went bad the lights didn't go up or down at all. IF this were to happen, I have no idea what
would fail first The brass gear? A fuse? I don't think that brass gear is going to strip so I'm not
even going to consider that as an option. Good luck and enjoy! If you've had your car to the
dealer for this problem, they probably told you the headlight motor was bad and you needed a
new one. Then, when they gave you the price, your mouth fell to the floor and you turned
around and walked out. These "little" motors are not cheap. You see, nothing is actually wrong
with the motor itself The really good news is that only half of this plastic gear is being used!
There is a very easy process that enables you to use the "other" side of the gear. Since I
recently bought a digital camera, I thought I might as well put it to good use and make an
illustrated guide on exactly how to perform this "fix. Start with the headlight in the down
position. With the headlight fully raised, remove the four screws holding the plastic trim piece
that goes around the headlight. This is being removed to provide for easier access later on. Two
of them can be seen in the picture to the left. The other two are on the opposite side. Now that
the trim piece has been removed, access to the headlight motor shaft "end nut" will be easier.
For now, only remove the nut. It has two flat spots. You need to look at how these flat spots on
the shaft are situated This next part is important! Once you have completed this, reattach the
headlight raise lower arm. Sure, the teeth on the plastic gear are stripped, but they are stripped
on the now unused side of the gear :. Stop lowering once the headlight gets about flush with the
hood. It will automatically align itself properly once it has been electrically raised then lowered.
Put everything back together and you should now have a quiet headlight! The following pictures
just show in closer detail the headlight motor assembly. This picture shows in better detail the
motor shaft. This picture shows an internal shot of both the actual metal motor worm gear and
the plastic gear that often fails. As you can see by the picture, you "could" take everything
apart, lift up the plastic gear, rotate it degrees, then reinsert the plastic gear to fix the problem.
Often times if the quick fix didn't work for you, you'll hear the ratcheting noise when the light
goes UP instead of down! If this is the case your gear is worn too much for the quick fix and
you'll need to disassemble the motor as shown to the left. Rotating the gear degrees didn't work
for you so what you'll need to do when you disassemble the motor is rotate the gear 90 degrees
by picking up the gear out of the housing and rotating it 90 degrees. Use the picture at the left
for a guide as to where the good teeth need to be but keep in mind you will need to align the
shaft to reinstall the headlight arm Use epoxy to reattach the cover. Yeah, this would be a bit of
work but as a last ditch effort, it's worth a shot! In this picture if you look closely you can see

where a portion of the plastic gear teeth are actually worn away in the center. This is what
causes the "ratcheting" and vibrating effect when the headlight reaches the closed position and
in some cases, the fully raised position. What happens is the motor continues to turn even
though the plastic gear is not and therefore the sensing circuit still "thinks" the headlight is
moving in the up or down direction. Well, that's it! I bet you didn't think I could go into so much
detail with a simple headlight motor, huh? I'd be curious to know if anybody actually finds this
page useful :. I prefer email but if you have time, please also sign the guest book below. So
many people sign it that the entries end up dropping off after a while because it only allows for
:- 3rd Gen Headlight Fix to Firebirds and Trans Ams The bad news for you 3rd generation
Firebird guys is that I won't be offering metal gears for you guys. Now, the good news is that
You guys are fortunate in that your problem can likely be fixed with less than a buck's worth of
supplies from a common place such as Home Depot or any hardware store. In the 4th gens, the
shaft which turns to raise and lower the headlight is connected to the gear via a rubber piece
which sets in the gear itself or, in the case of my metal gears with no rubber, the shaft is
actually connected via tabs to the metal gear. In the 3rd generation Firebirds, this actual
physical connection doesn't exist. Instead, in each light are located three hard "pucks". These
pucks provide the mechanical connection between the nylon gear and the shaft which raises or
lowers the headlight. Over time, these pucks will actually disintegrate into small granules and
dust! The very good news for you guys is these pucks are nothing special. You can use just
about anything you can get your hands on that is the proper size and will fit in the areas these
three pucks "used" to be located at. Once you do this you can put your light back together and
you'll be good to go! So, if you're a 3rd gen guy and found this page looking for a gear
replacement, I'll bet you a 6 pack you most likely don't need one. Instead, take out your
headlight motor and open it up. If you see a bunch of dust and granules in there you will
probably also find your gear to be just fine and all you need to do is perform the fix I mention
above. Good luck and consider yourself lucky you don't have the expense the 4th generation
guys have! Here is a picture to give you an idea of what you'll need to do. The picture shows the
three pieces hard tubing put in place of the pucks which used to be there. So, as you can see,
this doesn't have to be a "precise thing" Keep reading for details and ordering information!
Picture showing the plastic gear housing, metal motor housing, and tabs which hold the two
together Picture showing the use of a punch to pound these tabs back down so the metal motor
housing will no longer wobble on the plastic gear housing. Fixing the gear often times fixes all
the other strange problems as well : Also, I shouldn't even need to mention this but will anyway
I'd be curious to know if anybody actually finds this page useful : I prefer email but if you have
time, please also sign the guest book below. Metal Gear Ordering Info. Gear Install Guide I
asked my buddy, Kelly Drown, if he could assist me in taking a few pictures of the style
headlight motors for my page. Click here for a printer friendly version of just the Metal Gear
Install Guide - 93 to 97 Or, click here for a pdf version created by Brian Kinney. But, this is only
a headlight motor and you can't see it when it is installed so no worries :. Here is a picture
showing a driver side headlight motor and a passenger side headlight motor. This is why a
single gear design will work for both sides ;. With the cover removed you can see the factory
nylon gear. You are now ready to insert metal shaft back into the gear. This epoxy packet has
two separate compartments. Basically, if something doesn't look right or sound right, make it
"stop" and find out why :. This is pretty much just a copy and paste of my previous page and
what I have had here for several years. So many people sign it that the entries end up dropping
off after a while because it only allows for The bad news for you 3rd generation Firebird guys is
that I won't be offering metal gears for you guys. Skip to main content of results for "firebird
headlight gear". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a
new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE
Shipping. Amazon's Choice for firebird headlight gear. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Dorman HELP!
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order
soon. Headlight Motor compatible with Firebird Left. Headlight Motor compatible with Firebird
Right Side. Best Seller in Automotive Headlight Assemblies. Best Seller in Automotive Clips.
Lowest price in 30 days. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go
back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer

Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Additionally, A-premium engineers
are specializing in developing, manufacturing and distributing reliable auto parts. Most of the
A-premium parts will meet or exceed OE specifications, which will be an ideal choice to replace
your broken parts. Under the influence of the load of the trunk,the headlights of the car will
cause the irradiation direction to deviate from the standard. Under the influence of long-term
vibration,the headlights of the car will cause the irradiation direction to deviate from the
standard. Under the influence of high and low road conditions,the headlights of the car will
cause the irradiation direction to deviate from the standard. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 3 hrs and 47 mins Details.
In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. A-Premium Headlight Headl Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are
covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and
shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection
Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified
refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for
mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if
bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To
cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the A-Premium
Store. Style: Front Left Driver Side. Front Left Driver Side. Front Left and Right. Front Right
Passenger Side. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by
PremiumpartsWhosale and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. Ships from and sold by AutoPartsDeal. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may
like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was
a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Under these conditons need a headlight motor. Trunk load Under the
influence of the load of the trunk,the headlights of the car will cause the irradiation direction to
deviate from the standard. Long-term vibration Under the influence of long-term vibration,the
headlights of the car will cause the irradiation direction to deviate from the standard. High and
low road Under the influence of high and low road conditions,the headlights of the car will
cause the irradiation direction to deviate from the standard. More to consider from our brands.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. The ever classic Firebird problem This part was a direct drop-in fit and installed
perfectly. The motor operates quietly and my light goes up and down like it is supposed to, no
grinding, no parking light pop-up. The one thing I really like, and the reason I chose THIS brand,
is that the housing cover plate is secured with screws, rather than being chemically bonded
together. This means that when the gear wears out because we all know they wear down
Someone was finally smart enough to make a serviceable headlight motor! I had to ding one
star because I ordered on Prime, 2-day shipping, and it took 3 days. Amazon told me it was
delayed arriving at the fulfillment center. Works great awesome but this is not for your regular
joe blow if you don't know what your doing don't do it get a professional. We self installed this
on our trans am. Worked as expected. Decently easy with a YouTube tutorial. Works well so far,
quieter than the original and has screws to tighten down the gear cover if they do strip out and
need to be replaced with metal gears. But works great so far. Leads on the wires were put in the
housing the wrong way. Couldnt plug one of the headlights in without turning the leads on one
of the plugs. Needed Modification and was not fun. One person found this helpful. Price was fair
and it works just fine. Simple fix for a bad gear. Price is great
1974 corvette hood
2003 f150 trailer wiring harness
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for the piece of mind. Worked as described. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: firebird replacement parts. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

